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Introduction
For six years, the Advice from Counsel study has shared
the opinions and advice of inside counsel from some of the
world’s largest corporations about the e-discovery process.
For this study, we pivoted and asked the in-house e-discovery team to share their advice on how counsel can make
e-discovery more efficient and cost-effective.
E-discovery is evolving from a process
driven primarily by law firms to one
increasingly controlled by corporations.
With this shift, corporations are hiring
e-discovery managers so that e-discovery
is handled just
like any other
business process
– repeatable
and with budget
predictability.
Many e-discovery
managers are
not lawyers but
often have a
litigation support
background and
are comfortable with technology.

The “left side” of the Electronic
Discovery Reference Model (EDRM) is
mostly owned and managed internally
by the IT department. This means that
in-house IT teams oversee the software
and processes
for archiving and
collecting the
data pertaining to
legal matters. The
“right side” of the
EDRM, pertaining
to processing,
ECA, review and
production, is
driven by legal
requirements and
often owned by the legal department.
The same research further indicates
that while corporate legal teams are
standardizing the “right side” processes
on several software platforms and
service providers, much of the legal
review is still outsourced, so e-discovery
managers may not have the same level

“As previous Advice
from Counsel studies
indicate, a clear corporate
playbook has emerged for
how companies manage
e-discovery.”

This ability to understand and work with
both parts of the e-discovery equation,
legal and IT, is critical. As previous
Advice from Counsel studies indicate, a
clear corporate playbook has emerged
for how companies manage e-discovery.
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of transparency into legal review as with
in-house processes. This is important to
note because the in-house processes
involving data collection greatly impact
the cost of downstream legal review, the
most expensive phase of e-discovery.
If legal review
is outsourced,
the e-discovery
manager may
not have full
transparency into
how collection
impacts legal
review costs.

the most experienced law department
e-discovery professionals in the Fortune
1000, and asked for their insights on how
many of the world’s largest companies
manage collection, processing, early
case assessment, review and production.
The respondents
also shared how
they are investing
their resources,
what occupies
the most time,
and importantly,
what changes they
would recommend
to help reduce
the overall cost of
e-discovery.

“At a high level, the results
indicate a paradigm shift
underway through the
use of analytics, and this
will likely have a ripple
effect on e-discovery
processes and staffing in
the next two to five years.”

Coordinating
the in-house IT
processes and
outsourced legal
processes is no
easy task. Like a symphony conductor,
the e-discovery manager needs the
two departments to work together in
harmony. In addition, the e-discovery
manager needs to contend with rapidly
evolving legal, regulatory and workplace
environments. BYOD, social media,
global data privacy regulations and
cybersecurity threats are just a few of the
issues that may keep e-discovery teams
up at night.
Fortunately, a number of best practices
are emerging. We spoke with 25 of
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At a high level, the
results indicate
a paradigm shift underway through
the use of analytics, and this will likely
have a ripple effect on e-discovery
processes and staffing in the next two
to five years. Consider the standard
process many companies use today:
Company A collects broadly so as not
to miss anything potentially relevant,
processes the data and then hires
hundreds of contract review attorneys
(either directly, through the law firm or
a managed review provider) to review
the data, often with a linear review
tool that only enables an attorney to
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review a few hundred documents per
day. After the data is reviewed, often
more than once, Company A’s legal
team fully understands the parameters
of the case and develops case strategy.
As data volumes continue to grow, this
process is increasingly untenable and
unnecessary, and numerous e-discovery
managers expressed frustration with
this approach.

to bring the e-discovery process inhouse or considering it, this study will
provide practical advice from others on
what is working today and where there
is room for improvement.

Many e-discovery managers discussed
an emerging alternative. In this model,
Company B first collects a small amount
of data from likely custodians, and
using the analytics features within the
legal review tool, is able to quickly
find key documents and concepts
relevant to the matter. This knowledge
can be used for a variety of purposes,
including informing the meet and
confer discussion and determining
the collection scope. With a reduced
dataset at the outset, a smaller review
team can further utilize analytics
and predictive coding to review and
produce the relevant information faster
and at less expense.
Besides setting the stage for this new
model, respondents provided thirteen
practical tips for how legal teams
can reduce their e-discovery costs
today. For corporations with advanced
in-house e-discovery programs,
these results can serve as a helpful
benchmark. Or, for those just beginning
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Collection: How it’s Done Today
While in-house IT teams typically manage collection from routine sources, such as
Microsoft Exchange Server or onsite archiving software, recent Advice from Counsel
studies indicate that third-party forensic experts are often called in to handle matters
with any unique requirements. This can include large data volumes, data that is outside
of the United States, in the cloud or on social media, BYOD data on personal devices
and matters highly sensitive in nature where it helps to have a third party provide expert
witness testimony on the collection process and methodology.
How do you
manage it?

How much does
collection cost on an
average matter?

How much time does
collection take on an
average matter?

Hybrid
Model

12%
88%

In-House

8%

20%
$10K to
$100K

32%

48%

Less than
$10K

Do Not
Know Cost

44%

A Week to
a Month

A Day
or Less

What percentage of
the total e-discovery
process is spent on
collection?

44%

Zero to 10
Percent

32%

10 to 25
Percent

48%

A Day to
a Week

24%

25 to 50
Percent
50 to 75
Percent

0%

75 to 90
Percent

0%

Significant numbers cited exceptions including:
—— “There are special occasions when an outside vendor manages it.”
—— “We outsource it to a vendor when there are larger volumes.”
—— “When collection is more voluminous or complex, we outsource it.”
—— “We outsource the process in EMEA since we don’t have local resources there.”
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Main complaints about collection:

Tips for improving the process:

 Data variety: It’s difficult collecting
from a variety of data sources
including smart phones, SharePoint
and internal wikis.
 Speed: “It satisfies the company’s
needs, but it could be faster.”
 Reporting: Respondents want more
metrics and analytics for sharing
project status.

 Standardize how collection is performed and implement a repeatable
process. “We have some people that
‘go rogue’ and do things their own
way, which reduces the defensibility of
the process,” noted one respondent.
 Have a dedicated collection team,
rather than relying on IT, which has various demands on its time.
 Improve communication with
custodians prior to collection.
 Limit the volume of data and target
the collection more effectively to reduce the ultimate amount of information necessary for review.

How to reduce collection costs?

1.

Stop over-collecting.
“The company collects too much data because it is either
uncomfortable with the risk or lacks the understanding necessary
to reduce the data.”

2.

Stop collecting duplicate custodian data.
E-discovery repositories are increasingly used to store the data of
common custodians so that collection, processing and review is
only done once.

3. Manage employee departures more effectively.
“Sit down with the employee to conduct a formal transition prior
to the employee’s departure.” This can prevent scrambling for
their contact information and data on future matters.

4. Measure twice and cut once.
“It is inefficient when the data is incorrectly collected so that the
metadata or content is lost.”
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Processing: How it’s Done Today
While a few expressed the ability to process matters of all sizes, most indicated
that they could only handle small matters in-house and relied on outside help
for bigger cases. Whether in-house or outsourced, e-discovery managers
recommended utilizing analytical software to help weed out irrelevant data
for processing.
How do you
manage it?

How much does
processing cost on an
average matter?

4%

Hybrid
Approach

$100K to
$500K

12%
40%

Outsourced

48%

In-House

How much time does
processing take on an
average matter?

What percentage of
the total e-discovery
process is spent on
processing?

4% 1 to 6 Months

29%

16%

$10K to
$100K

29%

Do Not
Know Cost

A Week to
a Month

37%

Less than
$10K

20%
A Day
or Less

60%

A Day to
a Week

32%

Zero to 10
Percent

48%

10 to 25
Percent
25 to 50
Percent

20%

50 to 75
Percent

0%

75 to 90
Percent

0%

Many companies were unable
to quantify the spend because it
primarily comprised employee
time and some sort of annual
software subscription.
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Main complaint about processing:

Tips for improving processing:

 Speed and throughput level. Whether
processing is handled in-house or outsourced, respondents would like internal teams or service providers to buy
the additional hardware necessary to
make processing faster.

 Know your data. Some things, like
electronic signatures or PDF’d government forms, can’t be processed and
will slow down the whole operation.
 Know your hardware. Processing
needs a great deal of computing
power, which requires significant
internal investment. While developing
your processing strategy or evaluating
in-house software or outsourced
services, make sure server strength is
a part of the discussion as it will have
a huge impact on speed.

How to reduce processing costs?

1.

Use analytics tools to reduce the amount of data
for processing. “The company could use better analytics and
tools that reduce the amount of unnecessary data that needs to
be reviewed.”

2.

Make sure your email archiving tool doesn’t create
duplicate journal copies. “That increases the data volumes
and makes the subsequent deduplication process
unnecessarily complex.”

3. Keep the documents in the native format for as long
as possible and only TIFF when necessary. A number of
respondents shared examples of how money was wasted with
unnecessary TIFFing. “The company once had jpgs that were
TIFF’d and most of those images were the company’s logo, but
the fee was $30,000.”
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Early Case Assessment: How it’s Done Today
Having a bird’s eye view of the corpus of data can help legal teams hone in
on important concepts, custodians and timelines faster. It can also assist in
dramatically reducing the data set that is reviewed. Hosted review offerings with
advanced analytics allow in-house legal teams, the law firm and a service provider
access to the same information enabling collaboration to make informed decisions.
How do you
manage ECA?

How much does ECA
cost for an average
matter?

How much time does
ECA take on an average
matter?

4%

to 6
5% 1Months

$100K to
$500K

29%

25%

46%

In-House

Hybrid

Overall, respondents indicated
that ECA is often a three-way
cha-cha between in-house legal
teams, the law firm and the service
provider.
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35%

Do Not
Know Cost

38%

A Day to
a Week

50%

10 to 25
Percent

33%

Less than
$10K

13%

4% AorDay
Less
Zero to 10
Percent

48%

Outsourced

How much of the total
e-discovery process is
spent on ECA?

58%
A Day
or Less

$10K to
$100K

12%

25 to 50
Percent
50 to 75
Percent

0%

75 to 90
Percent

0%

Like processing, this was difficult
for respondents to assess since it’s
a mixture of internal resources and
software licensing fees.
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Main complaints about ECA:

Tips for improving the process:

 So often cases are fast-moving that
stopping to conduct ECA is a luxury.
 Some software can’t scale to handle
the size of data volumes commonly
involved.
 Much of the software requires IT
support to use and manage, making
the legal team dependent upon IT’s
availability.

 Select your software carefully. “We
could use better analytics and tools to
perform ECA more effectively.”
 Be realistic about data volumes. “The
company has a one TB license, which
is not sufficient and requires inefficient
juggling.”
 Use it. “It is not being used enough.
If the company utilized it more, it may
see greater efficiencies.”

How to reduce ECA costs?

1.

Pick the right provider. “Our provider does not ask enough
questions of the in-house legal team to help make the overall
process more efficient. We’d like the provider to look at the case
as if it were their own and make reasonable recommendations,
but some providers sit back and wait for instructions. They can
really step up in that area.”

2.

Invest in training. Several noted that software is growing
more advanced and providing greater potential cost savings, yet
internal and external legal teams don’t know how to use it. As a
result, teams are not using the advanced features.

3. Leverage coded materials from previous matters. A few
respondents noted that “taking information from a previous place
and applying it to another” is a good shortcut for understanding
the case quickly and saving money.
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Review & Production
Legal review is the most expensive part of e-discovery, with a recent RAND report
estimating that $18,000 is spent for every one gigabyte of documents to review.1 As a
result, it is no surprise that review is an area of greater focus for cost-savings and efficiency,
and technology is changing the way review is accomplished. While some companies still
review documents in a linear fashion using older review platforms, analytics and predictive
coding are enabling legal teams to conduct surgical examinations of the data to uncover
the facts earlier. This is helping to shape case strategy faster, lessen the amount of data
reviewed and produced, and ultimately reduce the overall cost of e-discovery.
How do you
manage review and
production?

How much does review
and production cost for
an average matter?

4% $500K to
$1 Million

4%

In-House

68%

Outsourced

28%

40%
$10K to
$100K

12%
40%

1 to 6
Months

Do Not
Know Cost

Overwhelmingly, companies are
only handling review in-house for
small investigative-type matters,
although they do play an important
supervisory role in larger reviews.
1.

$100K to
$500K

A Day to
a Week

$10K

20%

32%

Hybrid

4% Less than

How much time does
review and production
take for an average
matter?

Respondents unable to provide a specific amount
commonly cited a few key reasons why: they have
matters with widely varied sizes, the different
types of cases have different review and production
requirements, and sometimes billing codes don’t break
out costs by review.

48%

A Week to
a Month

How much of the total
e-discovery process is
spent on review and
production?
Zero to 10
Percent

12%

10 to 25
Percent

12%
36%

25 to 50
Percent

28%

50 to 75
Percent
75 to 90
Percent

12%

Industry research normally cites legal review as
comprising 70% of e-discovery costs. Respondents
that indicated spending less than 10% of review and
production may only be considering internal licenses or
man hours, and overlooking the very large expense of
attorney review.

“Where the Money Goes.” by Nicholas M. Pace and Laura Zakarus, Rand Institute for Civil Justice, 2012.
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Main complaints about review and production:
 Data volumes. “Unfortunately, you are a prisoner to what your culture is as it relates
to data volumes. We end up having large productions and many documents, but it
is not clear how to change that. You can’t blame the discovery vendors, the problem starts when the e-mails are written. You have to take it back to where it starts
– it all starts with the volume. Having a better document management system is
probably a good place to start.”
 Poor software can negatively impact your case. Review and production are the
last steps before handing over materials to opposing parties, so quality is paramount. Software that discloses privileged information, makes mistakes with redactions, or in any way incorrectly produces data, can put your case and arguments in
peril and expose your company to additional risk and liability. As an example, one
participant shared: “We have had ‘glitches’ where privileged documents were produced or redactions were done but not OCR’d again.”
 New technology adoption. “Our inefficiencies are based on training of and technology acceptance by reviewing lawyers. We have too many ‘old school’ lawyers
who are more comfortable reviewing paper.”
 Ensuring production quality. “Production is the component the legal team worries
most about.”
 Scalability. Several cited that with growing case sizes, they wished their software
was better able to scale without sacrificing performance.
 The data set hand-off. “It is very difficult to export and import various load file
formats. In theory, it can do the job, but in practice, we have not come up with a
standard way to make it work. Producing a load file is not as simple as it should be,
which is why outside counsel receives it in native format.”

Tips for improving the process:
 Get your e-discovery provider and
outside counsel on the same page.
“A lack of communication between
outside counsel and the provider can
lead to inefficiencies requiring the
in-house legal team to revisit some
projects because requirements were
misstated or there was an error in conveying the assignment.”
12/18

 Use predictive coding and other
analytics. “It helps you to produce
only what you truly need.”
 Consider managed review. “We’re
very happy with our managed review
team, including their daily progress
reports.”
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How to reduce review and production costs?

1.

Implement review workflows that take advantage of
analytics, machine learning (e.g. predictive coding), and
other computer-assisted review technologies. “We want to
move more to a model where we have the attorneys look at a
small corpus and let the tool take over. I would like to get rid of
bigger attorney reviews. We like the idea of merits counsel only
reviewing a smaller subset of data using predictive coding. We
just did this and it worked great.”

2.

Develop a game plan in advance. “Embracing the analytics
and using brainpower ahead of time to come up with a good
approach, rather than brute-forcing every situation.”

3. Look beyond keywords. “Review is too focused on keyword
searching. We would like to rely less on keyword searching and
more on concept search analytics.”
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Appendix
Participants
Ari Kaplan Advisors interviewed 25 non-attorneys that work within corporate legal
teams and have responsibilities that include e-discovery. All participants were from
Fortune 1000 corporations and spoke by telephone, under condition of anonymity,
during the summer of 2014.
Of this year’s participants, 100% select
e-discovery tools and vendors for their
organization; 92% implement e-discovery
technology; 100% manage e-discovery
tools and vendors; and 100% develop and
implement e-discovery processes.

Select E-Discovery
Tools & Vendors

100%

Implement
E-Discovery
Technology

92%

Manage E-Discovery
Tools & Vendors

100%

72 percent of participating organizations
Develop & Implement
100%
had total annual revenues greater
E-Discovery Processes
than $10 billion and 88 percent had
over 10,000 employees. In terms of litigation events over the past 12 months, 68%
reported managing 100 to 500 litigation events, and 12% reported managing more
than 1,000 litigation events.

By Industry

20%

Financial Services
including banking,
credit & insurance
companies

2013 Total Annual Revenue

16%

16%

Manufacturing

12%

Energy &
Utilities

24%

Technology

72%

$5 to $10
Billion

Greater than
$10 Billion

12%

12%

$1 to $5
Billion

Retail

4% 4% 8%

Life Sciences
Entertainment
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Telecommunications
Telecommunications
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Number of Employees Working
at the Company

88%

Number of Litigation Events in
the Past 12 Months

68%

Over 10,000

100 to 500

16%

Fewer than
100

4% 4% 8%

4% 8%
1,000 to 5,000
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5,000 to 10,000

Unknown
1,000 to 2,000
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About Advice from Counsel
Through in-person events, virtual meetings, webcasts, surveys
and reports, Advice from Counsel helps e-discovery leaders
share ideas and advice with peers in an open and collaborative
forum. Begun in 2008 as an annual survey and report on top
e-discovery trends, Advice from Counsel has evolved into an
interactive community of e-discovery professionals working
to strengthen the people, process and technology at the
core of e-discovery. Advice from Counsel is sponsored by FTI
Technology.
Learn more at www.advicefromcounsel.com.
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